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Abstract
This study is a secondary data analysis of the Trends
in Mathematics and Science Study 2003

(TIMSS)

to determine

if there is a gender bias, unbalanced number of items

suited to the cognitive skill of one gender, and to compare

performance by location. Results of the Grade

8,

math

portion of the test were examined.
Items were coded as verbal, spatial, verbal /spatial or

neither and as conventional or unconventional. A KruskalWallis was completed for each category, comparing

performance of students from Ontario, Quebec, and
Singapore. A Factor Analysis was completed to determine if

there were item categories with similar characteristics.

Gender differences favouring males were found in the
verbal conventional category for Canadian students and in
the spatial conventional category for students in Quebec.

The greatest differences were by location, as students in

Singapore outperformed students from Canada in all areas
except for the spatial unconventional category. Finally,

whether an item is conventional or unconventional is more
important than whether the item is verbal or spatial.

Results show the importance of fair assessment for the
genders in both the classroom and on standardized tests.
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CHAPTER ONE: THE PROBLEM
Gender issues in the study of mathematics is a topic
that has been the focus of many researchers for the past

several decades (Casey, Nuttall, Pezaris, & Benbow,
Chipman, 2005; Fennema & Tartre,
2005; Leahey & Guo,

disparity,

1985; Gallagher & Kaufman,

2001; Marshall & Smith,

Boekaerts, & Seegers, 2000)

.

1995;

1987; Vermeer,

The notion of a gender

favouring males, has been explored over and over

again with varied results (Chipman; Gallagher & Kaufman;
Goldstein, Haldane, & Mitchell,
Hicks;

2

000)

.

1990; Scali, Brownlow, &

The issue of a gender gap in mathematics was

first presented in the mid-1970s during the women's

movement. At that time, women were not in high-paying and

powerful occupations, and this was blamed upon limited

mathematics education (Chipman)
Today,

since male and female students generally

perform equally well in mathematics in a classroom
situation,

often with females outperforming males in final

classroom grades (The Fraser Institute, 2001; Gallagher &
Kaufman, 2005)

,

it is reasonable to expect that there would

be no such gender gap in standardized tests of mathematical
ability. However, this has not been found to be the case

(Gallagher & Kaufman)

.

In fact,

on average, male students

outperform female students on standardized tests, such as

the Student Aptitude Test (SAT) and the Graduate Record

Examination (GRE)

(Gallagher & Kaufman)

.

This is

problematic given that, in the United States, acceptance
into competitive programs that lead to careers in

mathematics requires high scores on these large-scale
standardized tests (Gallagher & Kaufman)
In Canada,

there is a large-scale test, tests used to

determine group performance, or standardized test, used to
determine individual performance, for each province and
territory with the exception of Nunavut (Airasian,
Engemann, & Gallagher, 2006)

.

results

In several provinces,

of standardized tests have a direct impact on a student's

future. For example,

in Ontario, a literacy test is given

during Grade 10. Students must pass this test or take a
literacy course in order to graduate from high school;
however, they may attempt the test several times, if

needed. In addition, the Education Quality and

Accountability Office (EQAO) conducts yearly province-wide
testing to ensure that students are meeting curriculum

expectations in Grades

3,

and

6,

9,

with the Grade

9

test

covering mathematics only (Education Quality and

Accountability Office, 2006)

.

In Alberta, Grade 12 Diploma

Examinations are given for core courses, with the results
accounting for 50% of the course grades. Similar

assessments are given in British Columbia, Manitoba,

Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova Scotia, Northwest
Territories, Quebec, and Yukon Territory, where the results

account for a percentage of the student's grade, grades
that determine entrance into postsecondary programs or

eligibility for scholarship money (Airasian et al., 2006).
The School Achievement Indicators Program (SAIP) is
the Canadian national large-scale achievement test. The

SAIP results are used by the provinces to provide direction
for curriculum development, and thus have an impact on all

Canadian students (Council of Ministers of Education,
2001)

.

In 2007,

the SAIP was replaced by an expanded

assessment program called the Pan-Canadian Assessment

Program (PCAP)

(Airasian et al

.

,

2006). The PCAP was

introduced to reflect curriculum changes throughout the

provinces and territories, and to allow more subject areas
to'

be tested (Council of Ministers of Education)
'^

Internationally, Canada is involved in an

international test of math and science, called Trends in

International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS)

.

This

large-scale assessment allows countries to compare their

performance to that of other countries around the world,
and with their own previous results (Martin, 2005).

•

The importance of large-scale assessment is shown in

the manner in which Canadian provinces, Canada as a whole,

and the world continually revise or introduce new

assessment programs or are preparing to do so in the near
future. For example, Manitoba's Provincial Standards Tests

were only recently introduced in 1999, Saskatchewan's
Provincial Learning Assessment Program was developed in
2002, and Nunavut is currently looking at the assessments

taking place in other provinces in order to adopt a new

system of assessment (Airasian et al

.

2006).

,

Ontario's Ministry of Education values large-scale
tests, as shown by not only investing money in the

development and implementation of tests, but also by
studying the results of those tests. In the late 1990s, the

Ministry of Education in Ontario commissioned a study (see
Lawson, Bordignon, & Nagy, 2002) comparing the items on the

TIMSS to the Ontario curriculum. In 1996, in order to be
able to study student achievement in Ontario, EQAO was
created, the arms-length agency responsible,

in part,

for

assessing student achievement.
The TIMSS is a follow-up to the First International

Mathematics Study (FIMS) conducted in 1964, and the Second
International Mathematics Study (SIMS)

,

conducted in the

late 1970s. The TIMSS was first conducted in 1995, again in

and the latest was conducted in 2003. TIMSS 2003

1999,

involved 49 countries with a purpose of presenting

comparative information about student performance in the
areas of mathematics and science. The test is given to

students in both the fourth and eighth grades (Martin,
2005)

.

The TIMSS 2003 is an extensive study, examining manyareas of mathematics and science. Participants were asked

questions about their home context, which included such
factors as parents' schooling, student expectations,

language spoken at home, number of books in the home, and

computer use at home. Teachers' level of experience,
education, and professional development were also a portion
of the study, as well as,

type of classroom instruction and

school climate. Countries provided information about their

curriculum and how many of the TIMSS topics were taught in
the classroom. The TIMSS study also included a mathematics

and science test (Martin, 2005)
In total,

the TIMSS 2003 math and science tests

involved 161 items at the Grade
the Grade

8

.

level

.

4

level and 194 items at

There were both multiple-choice

questions and open-ended questions, with the open-ended
questions worth more in the evaluation (Martin, 2005)

In the mathematics portion of the grade fourth test,

there were five content domains: number, patterns and

relationships, measurement, geometry, and data. In the

eighth grade test, the content areas were number, algebra,
measurement, geometry, and data (Mullis, Martin, & Foy,
2005a)

The TIMSS 2003 was developed and conducted by the

International Association for the Evaluation of Educational

Achievement (lEA)

.

The organization is comprised of members

from around the globe in various areas of education and
assessment. lEA has also conducted numerous other largescale assessments including the Progress in International

Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS

2

001)

,

the Second Information

Technology in Education Study, and the Pre-primary Project,
which is designed to examine the impact of different types
of care children receive before entering school. Some of

the current studies being conducted by lEA include the

International Civic and Citizen Education Study (ICCS
2009), TIMSS Advanced 2008,

and the Teacher Education and

Development Study- Mathematics (TEDS-M)

.

The lEA is also

currently working on the TIMSS 2007 (International

Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement,
2005a)

Canada, as a whole, did not participate in TIMSS 2003.

However, Ontario and Quebec did participate as benchmarks
for Canada. This allowed the provinces of Ontario and

Quebec to compare their performance with that of the rest
of the world and with their respective results from past

years

Background to the Problem
Leder's (1992) review of the past

3

years of research

in the area of gender and mathematics shows just how

popular the topic of gender and mathematics was in the
1980s. Of 250 articles published in the Journal for

Research in Mathematics Education from 1978 to 1990, 15% of
them were about gender (Leder)
research,

.

Given this amount of

it is expected that there are studies that

contradict each other. For example, Battista (1990) stated
that in the areas of spatial visualization, geometry

achievement, and geometric problem- solving tasks, male high
school students scored significantly higher that their

female counterparts. Ethington (1990) stated that in the

areas of fractions, ratio and proportion, algebra,
geometry, and measurement there were no gender differences.

Battista and Ethington both looked at performance in
algebra, and yet they found differing results.

8

Though there are no clear conclusions in this area,
according to Halpern (1992; 1997), there appears to be
gender differences in cognitive abilities in both verbal

and quantitative areas. Females score higher on tests of
rapid retrieval of phonological, semantic, or other
information from the long-term memory; knowledge of
language and literature; reading comprehension and writing;
fine motor tasks; perceptual speed; non-verbal

communication; perceptual thresholds; and speech
articulation. Males score higher on cognitive tests

requiring transformations in visual working memory;
involving moving objects; aiming; general knowledge tests,

geography knowledge, and math and science knowledge; and
tests of fluid reasoning (Halpern, 1992; 1997).

Being flexible in choosing an appropriate strategy is
important in solving unfamiliar problems, like many that
are found on standardized tests. Gallagher and De Lisi
(1994)

suggested that high-achieving males were better able

to find and apply an appropriate strategy to an unfamiliar

mathematical problem than high-achieving females. Using
these results and Halpern'

s

(2000)

list of cognitive

differences, Gallagher, Levin, and Cahalan (2002)

deconstructed the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) and
examined the cognitive differences between males and

females and how these differences may impact scores. The

researchers then made suggestions for revising items that

had a higher risk of gender bias. This research raises the

question of whether many standardized tests are biased
favouring the cognitive style of male students.
It is important to note that many of the standardized

tests that Gallagher and Kaufman (2005) refer to are

written by higher -ability students looking to gain
acceptance into colleges and universities. In Canada,
students of all ability levels write large-scale tests.
This makes it important to not only look at the highest
scores, but also the range of scores. Gallagher and Kaufman

state that '"individual differences in ability and

achievement with gender are probably much larger that the
differences between genders"
In the Grade

9

(p.

316)

assessment in Mathematics in Ontario,

for 2005- 2006, a gender difference was shown (Education

Quality and Accountability Office, 2006)
stream,

.

In the academic

there was a gap in the highest level of

achievement; 2% more male students scored in this level
than female students. At the applied level, 4% more male

students achieved at or above the provincial standard than
female students (Education Quality and Accountability
Office)

10

In Canada,

the SAIP is written by students 13 and 16

years of age. In 2001, for the mathematics portion of the
test,

the results show a statistically significant gender

difference. For the 13-year-old sample, more male than

female students scored in the top two achievement levels.
In the 16-year-old sample, more male students scored in the

top three highest achievement levels than female students
(Council of Ministers of Education, 2001)

The results of the TIMSS 2003 offer interesting

results in the area of gender and achievement. For

of

26

there were no significant

the countries that participated,

gender differences, with exceptions (Mullis et. al, 2005b).
In Quebec,

in the eighth grade test, males performed

significantly better than females, while in Ontario, there

were no significant gender differences. In the Grade

4

test, males scored significantly higher in both of these

Canadian provinces (Mullis et al

.

)

.

Canada's results were

similar to several other countries such as the United
States and Italy. Other countries, such as Singapore,
Moldova, and the Philippines, saw opposite results, with

females scoring significantly better than their male

counterparts (Mullis et al

.

)

The EQAO assessment, the SAIP, and the TIMSS point to

gender differences among Canadian students in their

11

mathematics performance. There is a need to study this
further,

to ensure that testing is fair, as it may impact

on the future of these students.

Gender differences in mathematics is considered a very
sensitive area of research (Halpern, 2000)

.

It is easy to

understand why revealing gender differences could be looked
upon negatively in a society where historically the genders
have not always been treated equally.

Halpern and LaMay (2000) stress the need to be
critical of any research that claims one gender to be

superior at mathematics over the other. It is important to
understand, whether differences between genders exist, what
the differences between the genders are, and if those

differences are of importance in the classroom (Halpern,
1992)

.

Educators need to understand the differences between

male and female performance in testing and classroom
situations in order to avoid making their own gender-biased
assessments. All students have the right to a quality

education regardless of their gender, meaning a gender-

biased classroom or gender-biased curriculum is not
acceptable.

Purpose of the StudyThere are gender differences in cognitive abilities as

outlined by Halpern (1992) and discussed earlier in this

12

chapter. These differences lead to one gender having an

advantage in completing some mathematical tasks, like those
found on standardized tests. The primary purpose of the

study was to explore whether or not there is a gender bias
in the TIMSS 2003 for Canadian students and students in

Singapore

.

A secondary purpose was to compare performance

in the item categories by location: Singapore and the

provinces of Ontario and Quebec.
Questions to be Answered
This study was undertaken in order to answer the

following questions: Is the TIMSS 2003 gender biased, given
the differing cognitive strengths of male and female

students? Given that there are some mathematical skills at

which each gender excels, are those skills equally
distributed in the TIMSS, making it a fair test for each
gender? If the test holds a gender bias, is it just for

Canadian students?
Importance of the Study
The results of this study may have implications in the
area of large-scale and standardized testing and gender.

Large-scale tests are used to provide direction for the
development and modification of curriculum. The results of
the TIMSS are used primarily to draw comparisons with other

countries

/

but may also be used to determine priorities for

">l'
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the Ministers of Education,

school boards, and teachers in

the provinces of Ontario and Quebec (Education Quality and

Accountability Office, 2006)

.

Since the release of the 1995 TIMSS results, the EQAO
has made recommendations to Ontario's Ministry of Education

and Training and the many faculties of education in
Ontario. In addition, EQAO has stated that more research is

needed in the areas of curriculum content, teaching
practice, and education. This research will also be shared

with relevant groups such as the Ministry of Education and
Training, the Ontario College of Teachers, and interested

school boards (Education Quality and Accountability Office,
2006).

Theoretical Framework
Halpern

(2

000)

presents the three leading theories of

gender differences in cognitive abilities; biological,
psychosocial, and psychobiosocial theories of gender and
cognition. These three theories attempt to explain the

different extremes of the nature-nurture debate and the
verbal and mathematical cognitive differences between the
genders
The biological theory is the nature side of the
debate. It points to heredity, hormones, and brain

differences as possible reasons for any cognitive gender

14

differences. Halpern (2000) states that there is some

reason to believe that general intelligence and some

cognitive abilities are inherited. Much research continues
to be done in the area of hormones,

such as estrogen and

testosterone, prenatally and throughout life and their

effects on cognition.

According to Halpern

(2

000)

,

more is now known about

the nervous system and which regions of the brain are

responsible for verbal and mathematical functioning. There
are differences between the male and female brain, which

supporters of this biological theory claim are the cause of

gender differences in cognition.
The psychosocial theory is the nurture side of the
debate; it states that one's environment is the determining

force that causes gender differences (Halpern, 2000)

Proponents of the psychosocial hypothesis are convinced of
th6 ability to change the characteristics that make males

and females different and often unequal in society. They

believe that sex-role stereotypes can lead to different
activities and career choices, which lead to further gender
separation and greater gender differences.

Within the psychosocial theory, Halpern (2000)
outlines nine different theories: Freud's psychoanalytic
theory,

learning theory, social learning theory.

15

expectancies-values-motives, bent twigs, social ecology,

cognitive schema theory, social cognition, and performance
and strategy variables. Each theory attempts to explain

gender differences in cognition through the manner in which
individuals learn gender-appropriate roles.
The final theory that Halpern (2000) presents and
supports is the psychobiosocial theory. It acknowledges
that nature and nurture, individually, are not strong

enough to explain cognitive differences, but rather that a
holistic approach involving both nature and nurture is
necessary.

Halpern

(2

000)

acknowledges the contributions of

genetics, hormones, society, and sex-role stereotypes. She

reinforces the point that biology and environment are so

entangled that one scientific study would not be able to

prove that one or the other is responsible for cognitive
differences between the genders.
Each of the theories has its own terminology

associated with it. Proponents of a biological hypothesis
for gender differences prefer to use the term sex

differences, as sex implies a biological difference between

males and females. Those that are supporters of a

psychosocial hypothesis are more likely to use the term

n

16

gender, reflecting the manner in which society shapes the

characteristics of males and females.
For the purpose of this paper,
used; however,

the term gender will be

it is acknowledged that both biology and

society have a role to play in gender differences in
cognition.

Scope o£ the Study
The TIMSS 2003 was chosen for the purpose of this
study due to the large scale of the assessment and the

availability of the data. More than 8,000 students in
Ontario completed the TIMSS in 2003. Globally, more than
300,000 students completed the test in 2003, providing

opportunity to compare and contrast data. In addition, the
TIMSS items are available in the public domain, with a

portion of the data kept secure for the next TIMSS
conducted in 2007.
The TIMSS data provided an interesting result showing
that the gender differences were not global, an aspect that

added a further dimension to this area of study. Canadian
gender results were the opposite of those in Singapore
(Mullis et al. 2005b).

Outline of the Remainder of the Document
Chapter

2

outlines the current research in the field

of gender, mathematics,

and testing. There is a

17

considerable amount of research in this area; the review
will cover a range of topics important in the area of

standardized tests, such as problem solving, strategy,

visual-spatial skills self -efficacy, and test format.
Chapter

3

discusses the methodology that was used in

this study. This will include the selection of

participants, instruments, data collection, and data
analysis.

Chapter

4

presents the results of the research. Only

new research is presented, not research that has been
reported on in other studies.

Chapter

5

will conclude this research. A summary of

the research and a discussion of the results are presented,
Then,

the author outlines the implications that this

research will have for the classroom and the theoretical
framework. Finally, the author presents how this research

impacts future research, suggesting other areas to be
studied.

CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
There have been many exceptional female mathematicians
noted in history. As far back as the fourth century.
Pappus, a Greek mathematician living in Alexandria,

acknowledged women involved in mathematics. Around the year
400 A.D.

,

Hypatia, a gifted teacher and mathematician, was

murdered due to the clash between her mathematical work and
the beliefs of the Christian Church. In the last few

hundred years, female mathematicians such as Maria Agnesi
(1718-1799), Sofia Kovalevskaya (1850-1891), and Grace

Chisholm Young (1868-1944) are noted as having made
significant contributions in mathematics (Katz, 1993).
In 2003-2004 there were more women populating Canada's

universities than men (Statistics Canada-The Daily, 2005)
In fact, nearly two thirds of undergraduate students in

Canada were female (Statistics Canada-The Daily)
in"

.

However,

program areas based in mathematics, such as mathematics,

computer sciences, information science, architecture,
engineering, and related technologies, only 24% of students

were female (Statistics Canada-The Daily)

.

Penner (2003)

points out that this underrepresentation in math-based
programs leads to fewer women in mathematically intensive
careers and often a difference in income between the

.'

J
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genders. So, why are women underrepresented in these

competitive mathematics programs?
In order to gain entrance to mathematically based

programs in the United States, students need to score well
on the SAT-M, an American standardized test. In many

Canadian provinces, scores on standardized tests are used
as part of the student's final course grades used for

entrance into University programs (Airasian et al
In Ontario,
test,

.

,

2006).

the University of Waterloo uses a standardized

a national mathematics contest,

to award scholarships

and in some cases award entrance into math-based programs
(University of Waterloo, 2007). Therefore, standardized
tests do impact many students wishing to enter

postsecondary math programs
Despite the finding that females perform equally well
in the classroom as their male classmates,

they are still

scoring lower on standardized tests of mathematical ability
(Gallagher & Kaufman, 2005)

.

If one assumes that classroom

grades are a true measure of a students' ability, then
there is a problem when results on standardized tests do

not reflect that ability. Are the tasks presented on

standardized tests better suited to males, are females less
confident writing these high-stakes tests, or is the test
format biased toward males? This chapter presents an

20

historical perspective of research on gender differences in
mathematics, the research in the area of the gender

differences in tasks required by standardized tests, the
issue of confidence or self-efficacy in mathematical

performance, and the impact of test format on performance.

Historical Perspective of Research on Gender Issues in

Mathematics

According to Chipman (2005)

,

the issue of a gender gap

in mathematics first drew attention in the mid-1970s, at

the height of the feminist movement. The worry that women

were not able to attain certain jobs due to a lack of
mathematics education was a real concern. Chipman, however,
notes that by that time the numbers were showing that the

percentage of women participating in university- level
mathematics was very close to the percentage of women
attaining Bachelor of Arts degrees, meaning that
mathematics was the "least sex- typed of college majors"
(p. 3)

In the 1980s,

the research into mathematics and gender

had a clear focus on the differences between genders in the
area of mathematics achievement, rather than participation.

Research focused on areas such as geometry, algebra,
visual-spatial ability, problem- solving ability, impact of

mathematics anxiety, and self-ef f icacy (Leder, 1992) .For

21

example, Fennema and Tartre (1985)

looked at gender

differences between ability in the areas of verbal skills,

visual-spatial skills, and problem solving, and they
explored how these three areas were related. In 1990,
Battista studied gender differences in relation to visual
spatial skills and logical reasoning skills.
Today,

there is still work being published in the area

of performance,

expanding upon the work completed in the

1980s and 1990s. There has also been work conducted in

areas such as cognitive skills, mathematics anxiety, and

stereotype threat. Halpern has found cognitive differences
that exist between the genders (Halpern,

Halpern & LaMay, 2000)

.

1992; 1997; 2000;

Good, Aronson, and Inzlicht

(2003)

explore stereotype threat for both visible minorities and
women, with interesting results. They were able to reduce
the burden of stereotype threat and as a result saw

students increase their scores on a standardized test.

Although much is known in the area of mathematics and
gender, there are areas yet to be considered. Gallagher and

Kaufman (2005) suggest that research needs to be done in
the area of temperament, personality, and performance. They

explain that temperament is linked with gender, but not

defined by gender and, therefore, may explain much about

why females are scoring lower on high-stakes tests.

22

Skills Required on Standardized Tests
In order for students to be successful on standardized
tests,

they need to have several skills. The research

outlines gender differences in problem solving, visualspatial skills, and strategy choice.

Problem Solving in Mathematics
Males outperform females in complex, applied problem

solving in mathematics. Females, however, score equally or

better in mathematics when exact computations are involved
(Fennema & Tartre,
al.,
1

1985; Marshall & Smith,

2000). Lummis and Stevenson (1990)

and Grade

5

1987; Vermeer et

found that in Grade

classes there were no gender differences in

computation or operations; however, males outperformed
females in word problems. This gender difference in problem

solving has been found to be greater in samples of high-

ability students (Casey et al., 1995; Leahey & Guo, 2001).
Several explanations have been given for males excelling in

problem solving such as spatial cognition, computational
fluency, persistence, and attitude towards mathematics
(Casey, Nuttall,

Geary,

& Pezaris,

1996; Johnson,

1997; Davis & Carr,

1984; McLeod,

2002;

1992)

Visual-spatial Skills

Visual-spatial skills may also have a role to play in
the male advantage in mathematics on standardized tests

23

(Casey et al., 1997; Lummis & Stevenson, 1990). Males score

better on some tests of spatial ability, specifically
mental rotation. Casey et al.

(1995)

explain that when math

ability was controlled for, males still outperformed
females in tests of mental rotation. They concluded that
skill in mental rotation was two times more predictive of

mathematical ability than confidence.
•.'.

Males also appear to be better at generating diagrams

to represent the information given in word problems
1996; Johnson,

1984)

.

Geary,

(Geary,

Saults, Liu, and Hoard (2000)

suggest that females with a high IQ are more likely to have

better spatial ability than females who scored lower in
tests of IQ.

Speed in completing visual-spatial tasks may attribute
to higher test scores. Groups of male and female students,

with similar SAT scores, completed the Shepard/Metzler
mental rotations test. Males marginally outperformed female
students when students had unlimited time, but

significantly better when a time limit was enforced
(Goldstein et al.,

1990). Scali et al

.

(2000)

found the

opposite to be true; there were no gender differences due
to speed in tests of mental rotation,

visualization, and spatial perception.

spatial
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Strategy Choice
Gender differences have been found to exist in the
types of strategies that early, elementary-aged children

use to complete mathematical tasks. Males are more likely
to use covert strategies,

such as retrieval and mental

calculation, to complete tasks; whereas, females are more

likely to use more overt strategies like counting on
fingers and using manipulatives (Carr & Davis,
Jessup,

1997; Carr, Jessup,

& Fuller,

2

001; Carr &

1999). These

different choices in strategy did not lead to one gender

outperforming the other in overall scores. These young
participants showed no gender difference in the number of
correct answers, only in the strategy used (Carr & Davis;
Carr & Jessup)

Strategy use varies with the type of task given.

Gallagher and DeLisi (1994) presented high-ability high
school students with conventional and unconventional

problems

.

They defined conventional problems as problems

that are routine or textbook problems to which the students

have been exposed in the classroom setting. Unconventional

problems are not routine and are unfamiliar to students.

Gallagher and DeLisi found that females preferred to use
the following conventional strategies: use an algorithm,

assign values to variables, or plug in options. They also

o

.'

s
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found that females were more successful in solving

conventional problems. In this same study, Gallagher and
DeLisi also found that males prefer to use unconventional

strategies such as an insight strategy where an algorithm
is used in a unique way and where logic,

estimation, or

insight is required. Males were also more successful at

unconventional problems. As with the research done by Carr
and Davis (2001) and Carr and Jessup (1997), Gallagher and
DeLisi found that strategy choice does not have an impact
on overall scores of problem- solving ability, as both

genders had an area of strength and weakness. Gallagher and
DeLisi caution readers to recognize that just because a
student is willing to try a new method to solve a problem
does not make that student better at mathematics

Self-Ef f icacy
Self-ef f icacy is the confidence one has in one's
ability. Bandura (1997) outlines the areas in which selfeff icacy impacts a student:
...the

courses of action people choose to pursue, how

much effort they put forth in given endeavors, how long
they will persevere in the face of obstacles and
failures,

their resilience to adversity, whether their

thought patterns are self-hindering or self-aiding, how

much stress and depression they experience in coping
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with taxing environmental demands, and the level of
accomplishment they realize,

(p.

3)

According to Betz and Hackett (1983)

,

females are

underrepresented in mathematics as a result of lower selfefficacy. Betz and Hackett found that math self-ef f icacy

was at least as important as math ability as a predictor of

whether or not a student chose a science major in college.
Ethington (1988) supported this finding, stating that selfrating of mathematics ability is the most important factor
in whether a female enters a quantitative field of study in

college.
^

^

.-^
.

Self-efficacy is affected by prior achievement and

school grades (Chen, 2003; Juang & Silbereisen, 2002).

Students are better judges of their own ability to solve

mathematics problems than other predictors such as
students' perceived value of mathematics and their prior

experience with mathematics (Pajares & Miller, 1994)
ii

1

Females consistently have significantly lower self-

efficacy in mathematics than males (Betz & Hackett, 1983).
Chen's (2003) study of a group of Grade

7

students found

that males have higher self-efficacy in mathematics than
females. Vermeer et al

.

(2000)

found that males have

greater confidence in problem solving than females. They
also found that after successfully solving easier problems.

.1

;.

''

'JO
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females gained confidence for solving more difficult

problems
Stereotype threat plays a significant role in the
self-ef icacy of female students. Good et al.

(2003)

explain that ''individuals may suffer negative performance
outcomes (lower standardized test scores and less

engagement with academics) because they are burdened by the

prospect of confirming cultural stereotypes impugning their
intellectual and academic abilities"

(p.

647). Good et al.

(2003) worked with Grade 7 students who commonly face this

burden of stereotype threat as visible minorities and
females

.

They provided an intervention that involved

working with a college-aged mentor, who stressed one of
several messages whenever working with his or her assigned
student. The females who received the message of "the

expandable nature of intelligence"

(p.

653)

or "the

tendency for all students to initially experience

difficulty but then bounce back"

(p.

653) performed

significantly better on the statewide standardized test
than members of the control group. This intervention caused
an increase in self-ef f icacy and thus test scores.

Parenting has emerged as a key theme in self-ef f icacy
research. Bleeker and Jacobs (2004)

found that a mother's

perception of her child's ability in mathematics has an
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effect on the child's perception of his or her own ability,

and this influence continues through to adolescence. Adult
influences, such as parental warmth, school involvement of
the parents, frequency of academic discussion with parents,

higher school aspirations from parents, teachers'
perceptions of a student's ability, and teacher's
capability beliefs, have been found to have an impact on a
student's actual performance (Ferren & McCafferty, 1992;

Juang & Silbereisen, 2002; Pajares & Miller, 1994)
Test Format

Speed and accuracy in solving mathematical problems

may be a factor in the research done in the past on problem
solving. In timed tests, males outperformed females in

solving word problems because they were faster and more

accurate (Casey et al

.

,

1995; Geary,

1996; Johnson,

1984).

Royer, Tronsky, Chan, Jackson, and Marchant (1999)

suggested that the male advantage in solving mathematical

problems is due to speed in retrieving facts from long-term
memory. Geary suggested that a combination of strategy

choice and time taken to complete each step in the process

might explain the difference in time taken to complete
problems. Most standardized tests are timed, perhaps giving
faster students an advantage.
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Item difficulty may also play a role in the gender

differences routinely found on standardized tests (Penner,
2003)

.

Penner looked at 10 countries that participated in

TIMSS 1995 and found an interaction between gender and item
difficulty; females did not perform as well on more

difficult items. Penner suggests that a ceiling effect is
seen in classroom grades, in that students only need to

master the material taught. In standardized tests there is
often unfamiliar material, a greater range of item
difficulty, and, therefore, no ceiling effect. Penner

explains that classroom grades are not just determined by
test scores, they are also based on homework and

participation, leading to females outperforming males, but

falling behind due to actual ability on standardized tests.

There is a limitation to Penner 's work, in that there were
no Asian countries involved in the study, such as
Singapore, where an opposite gender effect was found on the

TIMSS
The format in which the tests are given has been
looked at as a possible reason for gender differences.

Gallagher et al

.

(2000)

found that females achieved lower

scores on conventional type problems when required to

answer them in free response format as opposed to multiple
choice. Seller and Gafni

(2000)

examined the 1988 and 1991
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International Assessment of Educational Progress

mathematics test and found that in 1988 there were larger
gender differences, favouring males, in multiple-choice
format than in open-format. The results were reversed in
1991 when a greater gender difference, again favouring
males, was found on the open- format items instead of

multiple-choice format. Wester and Henriksson (2000)
examined item format for the TIMSS 1995, by providing a
sample of students with a copy of the TIMSS in open-ended
format and compared those scores with the sample of

students writing the mainly multiple-choice format of the
TIMSS. Their results showed that no gender difference in

achievement was found between the two formats.

Summary of Literature Reviewed
In general, male students score higher on standardized

tests of mathematics ability (Gallagher & Kaufman, 2005)

This gives them an advantage when applying to university

math-based programs or scholarship funding opportunities in
mathematics. In Ontario,

female students are achieving

higher final grades in mathematics than their male
counterparts (The Fraser Institute, 2001)

.

This indicates

that there is something about standardized tests or testing

procedures that is unlike what students experience in the
classroom. Educators would like to believe that classroom
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grades are a fair representation of the ability of a
student, and if they are then standardizes tests should

reflect that ability.

CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES
Chapter Three systematically presents the methodology
and the research design. The chapter begins with the

research design and the development of the instrument that
was used for coding. All procedures regarding the

collection of data and the analysis of the data will be
presented. Finally, the methodological assumptions and

limitations of the study are outlined.

Description of Research Design
The quantitative research approach was completed with
a secondary data analysis.

In this case,

the independent

variable, percentage of correct items, is examined by

gender and country /province.
TIMSS 2003 involved 49 countries with the purpose of

presenting comparative information about student
performance in the areas of mathematics and science. The
test was administered to students in both the fourth and

eighth grades. Canada was involved in the TIMSS 2003 as a

benchmarking country, meaning that only two provinces

participated
For the purpose of this study, only the mathematics

portion of the test was used. Canada and Singapore were
selected for comparison, as Singapore saw gender results
that were different than those found in Canada. In
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addition, Singapore was the best-ranked country in the

TIMSS 2003, providing a high standard for comparison with
the Canadian provinces. Both Ontario and Quebec were

included in the study to allow for a comparison between the
two provinces. In Canada, a significant male advantage was

shown in the Grade
in the Grade
8

8

4

test for both Ontario and Quebec and

test for Quebec only. In Ontario, the Grade

results showed a small, non significant, male advantage.

In Singapore, a female advantage was found at both grade

levels.

This study focused on the Grade

8

test,

as gender

differences in math skill and strategy have been found to
be more pronounced in older samples (Gallagher et al
2002). In Ontario, at the Grade

8

.

level, a total of 4,217

students participated, with 2,151 being female and 2,066

being male. In Quebec, a total of 4,411 students
participated, with 2,192 being female and 2,219 being male.
In Singapore,

6,018 students participated, with 2,925 being

female and 3,093 being male.

The TIMSS 2003 test included 14 mathematics blocks,

blocks MOl to M14, and 14 science blocks, blocks SOI to
S14. Each block of the Grade

8

test is allotted 15 minutes.

Blocks MOl to M06 were unreleased questions from the 1995
and 1999 tests and blocks M07 to M14 were new for 2003
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(International Association for the Evaluation of

Educational Achievement, 2005a)
The 28 blocks, half of which were mathematics and the

other half science, were distributed among 12 different
student booklets, each appearing in two, three, or four
booklets. Each booklet contains a total of six blocks. The
total time given for the Grade

8

test was 90 minutes

(International Association for the Evaluation of

Educational Achievement, 2005a)
Instnixnentation for Coding

The instrument used for coding was a modification of

Gallagher et al

.

'

s

(2002)

coding scheme. They derived six

categories for studying the Graduate Records Examination
(see Appendix)

.

These categories were developed based on a

previous study by Gallagher and De Lisi (1994) and on

research completed by Halpern (1997). Gallagher et al.'s
categories for coding were spatial, verbal, multiplesolution, multiple-step, unconventional, and conventional
(see Appendix)

Three of the six categories hold a higher risk of

gender bias, favouring males (Gallagher et al., 2002).
These categories are considered to be high-impact
categories and include spatial, unconventional, and

multiple-solution. The low- impact categories, categories
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that hold a low risk of gender bias favouring males,

include verbal, conventional, and multiple- step (Gallagher
et al

.

)

Pilot Studies

•

-

The coding instrument was pilot tested. Test items

from the TIMSS 1999 were used in the pilot study to present
raters with items similar to those found on the TIMSS 2003.
The items were each placed into one of Gallagher et al
(2002)

.

'

six categories.

Four raters worked together to practice coding a set
of 10 sample questions. Due to the fact that concerns about

the reliability of coding still existed among the raters

after working with these 10 questions, a decision was made
to categorize the 74 items on the Grade 4 TIMSS 2003. As a

result, discussion of any problems with the six categories

were brought forward and resolved.

x

There were four raters in the group, two male and two
female. The education level of the raters varied. The first

holds a PhD and does research in the area of mathematics
education. The second rater holds a Master of Engineering

degree and works as an engineer. The third and fourth
raters are both high school mathematics teachers, holding

bachelor degrees
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There was difficulty in coming to a clear

understanding of Gallagher et al

.
'

s

(2002)

defined

categories. This required conducting a thorough review of
the literature to find examples of items that fit into the

categories, a process that proved to be very difficult.
Instead, Gallagher's past research in this area was used to

further clarify and provide examples.
In the spatial category, Gallagher et al

.

(2002)

use

the term spatial representation, without defining the term.

When rating the TIMSS items, questions arose around whether
such representations as a bar graph would be a spatial

representation, and whether reading information from a bar

graph constituted a spatial task. The raters came to an

agreement that reading information from a graph does not

constitute placing that item in the spatial category, and
likened it to reading information from a chart.
In the verbal category, discussion centered on what

constituted Gallagher et al

.
'

s

(2002)

"heavy verbal load."

It was determined that simply explaining the item in words

or giving instructions did not make the item a verbal one,

but rather the mathematics of the item must be presented in

verbal form for the item to be placed in the verbal
category.
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The multiple-step category presented an issue of what

constitutes a step. Discussion among the raters focused on

whether or not using a skill, such as reading information
from a chart, constituted a step or if a step had to be a

calculation of some sort. In the end, it was decided that a
skill plus a calculation did not constitute two steps.
As discussion progressed it became clear that

multiple-solution and multiple-step categories were a
problem. Raters could not decide if an item might fit this

category since it was dependent on the student's level of
expertise to determine if there are other solution paths
available or if they can skip multiple steps. Since there
is a wide range of student ability represented in the TIMSS

2003 population, it was not possible to account for this

level of expertise. In addition, all of the defining points
for a multiple-solution item as given by Gallagher et al.
(2.002)

are also found in the unconventional category,

meaning that a multiple- solution item was by definition
also an unconventional item. The same is true for a

multiple-step item belonging to the conventional category.
It was felt that given this fact, multiple-step and

multiple-solution categories were not necessary;
conventional and unconventional categories would suffice.
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The category for which it was the most challenging to

associate test items was the unconventional category.
However, after much discussion the raters were able to come
to an agreement on which items were considered

unconventional, using the additional clarification that

unconventional solutions require the use of insight,
logical reasoning, or estimation with little computation or

use of algorithms. This is explained in Gallagher's et
al

.

'

(2002) paper, but not presented in the actual coding

s

scheme

Data Collection and Recording
.

.

Given the discussion and clarification on the pilot

items,

it was clear that the categories could be viewed as

opposites and the raters were instructed to proceed in that
manner. Using Gallagher et al

.
'

s

(2002)

classification,

each item was scored as verbal or spatial; if the item did
not fit into either of the categories, it was coded as

neither (having no strong verbal or spatial components)
if it fit into both of the categories,

,

or

it was coded as

verbal /spatial (having strong verbal and spatial
components)

,

then again coded as conventional or

unconventional.
Each of the four raters completed this categorization
individually. The raters then met to see if there were any
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questions upon which they did not agree. When there were
discrepancies, they were resolved through discussion, or
the items were left out of the dataset.

A total of 94 items were coded. The interrater
reliability was calculated by SPSS using the interclass
correlation coefficient, was found to be .969 {p<.001) 95%
Confidence Interval. Any items upon which agreement among
the raters was not possible were not included in the study,

leaving 93 items.

There were 35 verbal conventional items. The frequency
of other items were as follows:

items,

5

verbal unconventional

15 spatial conventional items,

unconventional items,

1

9

spatial

verbal /spatial conventional item,

3

verbal /spatial unconventional items, 24 neither

conventional items, and the neither unconventional category

had only

1

item.

The TIMSS items were then grouped into eight coding
categories: verbal conventional, verbal unconventional,

spatial conventional, spatial unconventional,

verbal /spatial conventional, verbal /spatial unconventional,

neither conventional, and neither unconventional.
The raw data were presented as a series of multiple-

choice responses.

A,

B,

C,

D,

or

E,

and these results were

transposed from the multiple-choice responses into a new
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coding of correct, incorrect, partial mark, left blank, or
not asked that question. Finally, a percentage of correct

answers was assigned to each student based on the number of

questions he or she was asked for each of the eight
categories. Any case that displayed a system-missing value
for all eight categories was deleted.

Data Processing and Analysis
The data were analyzed for each of the eight item

categories by group. The groups were determined by gender

and location: females from Ontario (FOnt)
Quebec (FQue)

females from

females from Singapore (FSing)

,

Ontario (MOnt)

,

,

males from Quebec (MQue)

Singapore (MSing)

.

,

,

males from

and males from

The null hypothesis is that no

significant differences between the participants from each
of the six groups,

in each of the eight item categories.

The data did not have a normal distribution or equal

variances for any groups within each of the eight item
categories, as calculated by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of

normality and Levene's test of equal variances. Five
different data transformations were attempted on each of
the eight categories to bring the variances closer together

and the distribution closer to normal, without success.

Many students scored 100% or 0% in a category, causing the
distribution to have spikes at each end. This suggests that

:f»

-*.

-if

:to
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for many students the test was not challenging and for

other students the test is outside of their ability range.

Although the data set meets the assumptions of being random
sampling and ordinal data, it does not meet the assumptions
of having equal variances between groups and normal

distribution within groups (see Table

1

and Table

2)

Therefore, an ANOVA could not be used to treat the data,

but instead a non -parametric test, the Kruskal-Wallis, was
used. The Kruskal-Wallis works by ranking all of the data

and then comparing the sum of the ranks within each of the
groups. Post hoc Mann-Whitney tests were used to find where

significant differences lie using a method presented by
Siegel and Castellan (1988)
I

,

which avoids inflation of Type

error. This method does not produce a statistic like that

of the Mann-Whitney;

instead it simply shows if there are

significant differences between pairs of groups, as such,
no statistic is reported.

The effect size for each of the significant

differences was reported. Field (2005) discusses Cohen's

classification of effect size. A small effect size (r=0.1)
is explains 1% of the total variance,

(r=0.3)

a medium effect size

explains 9% of the total variance, and a large

effect size (r=0.5) explains 25% of the total variance.

A factor analysis was also completed. The purpose of
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Table

1

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests of Normality for All Item
Categories

Item Type

Font

FQue

FSing

MOnt

MQue

MSing

D

D

D

D

D

D

VC

0.08*

0.09*

0.14*

0.09*

0.11*

0.14*

VU

0.23*

0.25*

0.30*

0.25*

0.25*

0.29*

SC

0.11*

0.12*

0.24*

0.11*

0.11*

0.22*

SU

0.22*

0.23*

0.27*

0.25*

0.24*

0.25*

VSC

0.35*

0.38*

0.51*

0.38*

0.40*

0.51*

VSU

0.35*

0.38*

0.40*

0.37*

0.40*

0.39*

NC

0.07*

0.10*

0.20*

0.10*

0.13*

0.19*

NU

0.40*

0.35*

0.39*

0.37*

0.35*

0.37*

Category

*p < 0.001
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Table

2

Levene's Test of Equal Variances for Item
Categories

Item Type

F

*

Verbal Conventional

8.13

Verbal Unconventional

2.61**

Spatial Conventional
Spatial Unconventional

Verbal /Spatial Conventional

Verbal /Spatial Unconventional

Neither Conventional
Neither Unconventional
*p <

.001

**p < 0.05

.98

1.46

205.42

*

7.06

*

23.81

*

7.21

*
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the factor analysis was to determine if any of the item

categories were closely related to each other; if the
verbal or spatial aspect of a category is more important to
a student's success than the conventional or unconventional

aspect. To perform the factor analysis, a principal

component analysis, the issue of missing data needed to be

resolved the issue of missing data. Since not all students

were asked all questions, some students were not asked any
questions in a given category. Any case where a student was
not asked any questions from more than one category was

removed from the dataset. This reduced the sample to 2,441
participants. Then, remaining missing data were filled in

with group means for each item category. A group mean was
calculated for each of the

6

groups of participants: female

from Ontario, male from Ontario, female from Quebec, male

from Quebec, female from Singapore, and male from
Singapore.

Methodological AssiiTnptions
There are limitations due to the sample of data used.
The first is the method of data collection of the TIMSS
2003. The researcher was not involved in the collection of

the data, and, therefore, cannot comment on the quality of
the data collection.
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Only half of the blocks are released into the public

domain after each test, in order that some can be reused to

better track results over time. The TIMSS organization has
stated the rationale for releasing items and raw data is to

provide data for external researchers. The TIMSS
organization claims that careful attention is paid to
ensure that the half of the test that is released is

representative of the test as a whole. In addition, the

distribution of test questions in each block is balanced in
order to be able to compare trends from student to student

and year to year (International Association for the

Evaluation of Educational Achievement, 2005b)

.

Being unable

to use the entire test is a limitation, but one that all

researchers using TIMSS items face. The researcher can only

draw conclusions on the portion of the test used and make
an assumption that the conclusion holds true for the entire
test.

Although there is experience and knowledge of
mathematical problem solving in the group of raters, the
study is limited by their level of expertise. In addition,
the study is limited by the manner in which the raters

interpret the rating scale. Since none of the raters

developed the scale, their understanding is limited to
previous research done by the developers of the scale.
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Missing data are a limitation that can be resolved in
a number of ways

.

The researcher chose to remove any cases

that had blanks in all eight categories. In the case of the

factor analysis, the researcher replaced missing data with

group means. Each participant had a value for each of the
eight item categories; these scores represented the

percentage correct in each item category. The group means

were calculated using these scores for each of the six
groups: female Ontario,

female Quebec,

female Singapore,

male Ontario, male Quebec, and male Singapore. These means

were used to fill in any missing data.

A final limitation exists in the rating scale itself.
Although this scale has been used to evaluate the GRE, it
has not been used to evaluate the TIMSS 2003. It became

clear that the scale needed to be adjusted to account for
cases that fit outside of Gallagher et al

.
'

s

(2002)

experience.

The scale does not account for levels of difficulty

within the categories. For example, when working with the
spatial category, it became clear that some spatial items

will favour males more than others. Even if an item has a
spatial component, that item may not hold the same gender
impact as others in the same category. For example, M13,

item 09 does have a spatial component, which is an
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important part of the item. This task may not have the same

gender impact as one requiring students to complete a

three-dimensional mental rotation, yet both items were
coded as spatial

.

This showed that there are some

limitations of Gallagher et al.'s (2002) categories and the

modified categories.
Ethical Considerations

No participants were used in the study. The data

collected by the administrators of the TIMSS 2003 have had
all identifying information removed from the dataset. Since
the data are available publicly simply by downloading,

ethics approval from participants and from the TIMSS

organization was not needed for this study of secondary
data.

Restatement of the Problem
The study attempted to determine if gender differences
in the TIMSS 2003 is due to the types of questions given.

The study was to determine if there is a risk of gender

bias in the test. The same treatment was done with a sample
of students from Singapore where the gender results are the

opposite of those found in Canada. This provided insight as
to whether the difference is a Canadian phenomenon.
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Summary of Chapter
This chapter outlined the methodology for the study. A

description of the research design is given followed by the
selection of participants, instrumentation, procedures,
data collection, and data analysis. The chapter ends with
the assumptions made by the researcher,

limitations,

credibility, and a restatement of the problem.

CHAPTER FOUR: PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to determine if students

from both genders and two countries achieve similar results
on eight different types of questions found on the TIMSS
2003 study. These TIMSS items were administrated to Grade

students; the scores from students from Ontario, Quebec,

and Singapore are included in this study (see Table 3).
This analysis of secondary data was completed using the

Kruskal-Wallis, the non-parametric equivalent of the one-

way ANOVA (see Table

4)

Verbal conventional, verbal unconventional, spatial
conventional, verbal /spatial conventional, verbal /spatial

unconventional, neither conventional, and neither

unconventional scores differed significantly by group.
There was no effect by group on spatial unconventional
items (see Table

5)

For the verbal conventional items, there were

significant gander differences in the two Canadian
provinces. There were also significant differences by
location, as students from Singapore scored better than

Canadian students. Males from Quebec scored significantly

better than females from Quebec and both groups from
Ontario.

8
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Table

3

Number of Participants and Mean Scores by Item Type for All
Groups

VC

VU

SC

SU

VSC

VSU

NC

NU

N

1433

1069

1244

898

354

715

1433

363

M

46.8

43.7

48.3

73.9

50.8

58.9

46.2

39.4

N

1452

1065

1272

913

346

719

1452

362

M

54.5

45.6

58.8

73.5

58.1

63.8

51.6

51.9

N

1944

1468

1692

1195

479

989

1944

495

M

73.2

57.9

74.1

78.1

83.7

67.5

75.0

59.6

U

1362

1023

1216

857

350

673

1362

345

M

49.8

42.1

51.4

73.5

57.1

63.5

46.8

43.8

N

1479

1124

1302

931

395

729

1479

367

M

58.8

46.2

59.7

73.1

62.0

66.8

55.5

50.7

N

2051

1524

1803

1309

516

1008

M

70.5

54.0

71.6

74.9

85.3

65.0

Groups

FOnt

FQue

FSing

MOnt

MQue

MSing
2051
71.2

497

55.5

51

Table

4

Mean Rank of Groups by Item Type

FOnt

FQue

FSing

MOnt

MQue

MSing

M

M

M

M

M

M

VC

2102.34

2457.01

3997.40

2373.98

2802.77

3824.95

VU

2780.72

2926.90

3378.18

2791.59

2930.43

3239.09

SC

2334.71

2611.24

3770.59

2548.96

2803.37

3652.98

SU

1779.10

1780.53

1927.29

1776.32

1827.71

1836.48

VSC

1007.34

1095.73

1408.34

1084.14

1143.71

1427.31

VSU

1704.14

1824.33

1889.56

1778.97

1874.03

1830.98

NC

2319.00

2707.84

3722.08

2474.33

2947.06

3587.69

NU

1073.94

1226.23

1319.29

1127.06

1211.02

1269.95

Item
type

52

Table

5

Differences in Groups for Each Item Type

Item Type

A*

VC

1112.80*

VU

118.90*

SC

662.13*

SU

10.82

VSC

214.96*

VSU

15.86**

NC

519.54*

NU

45.63*

*p < .001

**p <.01
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Females from Ontario scored significantly lower than all
other groups (see Table

6)

In the verbal unconventional items,

there were fewer

significant differences. There were no gender differences
in any of the three locations on the verbal unconventional

items. However,

there were significant differences between

Singapore and Canada, favouring Singapore,

(see Table 7)

For the spatial conventional items, the only gender

difference found was in Quebec, favouring males. By
location, Singapore performed better than all groups. Males

from Quebec scored significantly better than both groups

from Ontario and females from Quebec scored significantly

better than females from Ontario (see Table

8)

For the verbal /spatial conventional items there were
no differences by gender. There were differences by

location, as females from Singapore performed significantly

better than all groups except for males from Singapore, and
males from Singapore performed significantly better than
all groups except for females from Singapore (see Table

9)

In the verbal /spatial unconventional item category,

females from Singapore performed significantly better than
the females from Ontario. There were no other significant

differences (see Table 10)
For the neither conventional items,

there were no
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Table

6

Effect Size for Comparisons of Verbal
Con ven tional Cat egory

Groups
Compared

55

Table

7

Effect Size for Comparisons of Verbal
Unconventional Category

Groups

56

Table

8

Effect Size for Comparisons of Spatial
Con ven tional Cat egory

Groups

57

Table

9

Effect Size for Comparisons of Verbal /spatial

Conventional Category-

Groups
Compared

Higher

FOnt, FSing
FOnt, MSing
FQue,

FSing

FQue, MSing

FSing, MOnt

FSing, MQue
MOnt, MSing

MQue, MSing

Note: Only comparisons that yielded

significant differences in post hoc tests are
included.
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Table 10
Effect Size for Comparisons of Verbal /spatial
Un con ven tional Cat egory

Groups
Compared
FOnt, FSing

Higher
Mean Rank
FSing

Effect
Size
-.10*

Note: Only comparisons that yielded

significant differences in post hoc tests are

included
*small effect size
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differences by gender. For location, there were several

differences found. Singapore performed significantly better
than all groups. Males from Quebec scored significantly

better than males and females from Ontario, and females
from Quebec scored significantly better than females from

Ontario (see Table 11)
Finally,

in the neither unconventional items,

there

were three significant differences: females from Singapore

performed significantly better than males and females from
Ontario, and males from Singapore outperformed females from

Ontario (see Table 12)
The null hypothesis was rejected, as there were

significant differences found between the genders and by

location in many of the item categories.

When completing the factor analysis, all categories
were included- The determinate is 0.144 which is greater
than the required 0.00001, and none of the values in the

correlation matrix were greater than 0.9 (see Table 13).
This indicates that multicollinearity (variables that are
too highly correlated) and singularity (variables that are

perfectly correlated) are not a problem in this sample. The
sample size used was 2,441, an adequate size for factor

analysis

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin and Bartlett's tests indicate
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Table 11
Effect Size for Comparisons of Neither

Conventional Category

Groups
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Table 12
Effect Size for Comparisons of Neither
Unconventional Ca tegory

Groups
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Table 13

Correlation Matrix of Principal Component Analysis

Item
Type

VC

VU

SC

SU

VSC

VSU

NC

NU

VC

--

.46

.61

.33

.41

.28

.64

.25

—

.37

.28

.23

.24

.36

.11

--

.30

.37

.23

.56

.23

--

.14

.22

.29

.13

—

.02

.36

.07

—

.27

.17

—

.28

VU
SC

SU

VSC

VSU
NC

NU
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that factor analysis is a good choice for the data set. The

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value of 0.850 indicates a good
correlation pattern and the Bartlett's test indicates that
there are some relationships between the variables (Field,
2005).

Two components have been identified with eigenvalues

greater than
component

2

1.

Component

1

has an eigenvalue of 3.208 and

has an eigenvalue of 1.052. The scree plot

shows only one factor and the eigenvalue for the second

component is low, therefore the second component is rather

weak (see Figure

1)

An oblique rotation was chosen as the researcher
believes that there is a relationship between the eight
categories. The results show that the eight categories load

onto two factors (see Table 14)

.

Verbal /spatial

conventional, verbal conventional, spatial conventional,

neither conventional, and verbal unconventional load onto
the first factor. Verbal /spatial conventional,

verbal /spatial unconventional, neither unconventional, and
spatial unconventional load onto the second factor. It

appears that most of the conventional items loaded onto the
same factor and the unconventional items onto the other
factor,

indicating that whether an item is conventional or

unconventional outweighs whether it is verbal or spatial
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Component

Figure

1

.

Scree plot of eigenvalues for each component
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Table 14

Rotated Factor Pattern from Primary Component
Analysis of TIMSS 2003

Component

828
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in nature.

Chapter

'-.-:
5

^'Mi.'

begins with an introduction and summary of

the study. The researcher discusses the findings presented
in Chapter Four. The chapter ends with the implications

that this study has in the areas of practice and theory,

while making recommendations for future research.

IVr

.

CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND IMPLICATIONS
Female students continue to be underrepresented in

undergraduate and graduate mathematics programs and

mathematics-based programs, such as engineering and
computer science (Statistics Canada

-

The Daily, 2005)

.

In

Canada, admission into some university programs is

dependent upon standardized tests such as the Medical

College Admission Test (MCAT) and the Law School Admission
Test (LSAT)

.

Most provinces give standardized tests, where

test scores are a part of a student's final grades exiting

secondary school (Airasian et al

.

,

2007)

.

Provincial large-

scale tests inform the curriculum, as do national and

international tests to a lesser degree, however, national

and international tests show how Canadian students rank
here and globally. All three levels of large-scale tests

written in Canada, provincial, national, and international
should be important to educators
Suiranary of

the Study

This secondary data analysis examined the relationship

between test scores in item categories and a participant's
gender and location. The test items were coded based on

item characteristics into eight categories: verbal
conventional, verbal unconventional, spatial conventional,

spatial unconventional, verbal /spatial conventional.

f.
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verbal /spatial xinconventional, neither conventional, and

neither unconventional. The data were analyzed from the
TIMSS 2003 results for Ontario, Quebec, and Singapore and

using gender information the data were grouped into six
groups: females from Ontario, males from Ontario,

females

from Quebec, males from Quebec, females from Singapore, and

males from Singapore.
•;v

•

A Kruskal-Wallis test was completed on each item

category and post hoc tests were completed to determine

where the differences among groups were found. A Principal
Component Analysis was then completed to determine if any
of the categories were more closely related than others.

Discussion/Conclusions

;

First,

the only gender differences were found in the

verbal conventional and spatial conventional item
categories. The verbal conventional item type showed males
in Ontario and Quebec outperforming their female

counterparts. The spatial conventional item type showed a

gender difference favouring males in Quebec only. Since the
effect sizes were small, there is little practical

significance to these findings.
The results for the verbal conventional category was

unexpected, as it contradicts Gallagher and DeLisi (1994)
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who found that male students are better suited to spatial
and unconventional items; whereas, female students are
better suited to verbal and conventional items.
Surprisingly, the spatial unconventional category was
the only item category where neither gender nor location

was a factor; all groups performed equally well on those
tasks.

It is unclear as to why there were no differences

between groups when both spatial and unconventional items
have a high risk of gender bias, according to Gallagher and
De Lisi (1994)

.

Geary (1996) states that gender differences

are most often found where student achievement level is

high and where much formal education has taken place. When
these two conditions are met, a male advantage is usually

seen in areas of geometry and problem solving. The results
of this study may be explained by the younger age of the

participants and the wider range of ability. Gallagher et
al.'s (2002) work examined the GRE with older high-

achieving students.

Why male students performed better on the verbal
conventional tasks is unclear and requires further study.
However, the verbal conventional item category had the

highest number of items, which likely accounts for the

reported gender differences on the TIMSS test as a whole
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for Canadian students. This study weighted categories as
equal; whereas,

the TIMSS weighted each item as equal.

The second important finding is that location was of

greater importance than gender. In many of the item
categories, there were significant differences by location.
It is clear that students in Singapore have greater ability

than Canadian students

.

Students in Singapore outperformed

their Western counterparts in all categories with the

exception of spatial unconventional

.

The verbal

conventional category showed the greatest separation

between Canadian students and students in Singapore with
effect sizes of medium to large. Cheng and Seng (2001)

discuss results of the TIMSS 1995 with regards to the

achievement of four Asian countries, including Singapore.
The authors discuss the social and cultural attitudes and
their positive impact on the girls in Singapore. They also

suggest that Singapore's achievement might have been

supported by a strong curriculum match and out-of-class
coaching.

Within Canada, there were differences between Ontario
and Quebec in the verbal conventional, spatial
conventional, and neither conventional categories. Students

from Quebec outperformed students from Ontario in these
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three types of conventional item categories. Since

conventional items are defined as routine textbook type
problems, with which students are generally familiar with,
it can be concluded that the various components of

instruction in Quebec better prepares students for this
type of item.
In Ontario, a study (Lawson et al., 2002) was

undertaken to match the new curriculum, introduced in 1997,
to the TIMSS item pool. The results of that study showed

that the new curriculum was a slightly better match than
the old, possibly due to an expansion of the curriculum

that introduced concepts in earlier grades. The authors

suggested that this may, in fact, have had a negative
impact on students in Ontario. Students are presented with

more content and in earlier grades, without increasing the
time allotted to the study of mathematics, preventing

students from being able to deal with concepts in great
depth.

Are students in Ontario not performing as well as
students in Quebec because their time is spent learning

concepts not covered on the TIMSS? Lawson et al

.

(2

002)

bring up the question of importance of curriculum match in
order for regions to perform well on the TIMSS. The authors

.
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point out that attempting to match curriculum to the TIMSS
is difficult since teacher interpretation of curriculum has
a profound impact on what is actually taught in the

classroom.

There was no difference between the two provinces in
the unconventional item categories suggesting that students
in the two provinces are equally prepared to solve problems

that have not been previously encountered. It is not clear

what the level of performance is, just that it is

equivalent
In Ontario,

the new curriculum has a clear focus on

problem solving. ''Problem solving is central to learning
mathematics.... Problem solving forms the basis of

effective mathematics programs and should be the mainstay
of mathematical instruction"
p.

11)

.

In Quebec,

(Ministry of Education, 2005,

the general objective of problem solving

is worth 25% of the overall evaluation in their equivalent

to Ontario's Grade

8

curriculum.

''They

(teachers)

should

also encourage the use of a problem-solving approach at

each stage of the learning process"

(Gouvernement du Quebec

Ministere de I'Education, 1994, p. 15). It is evident that
a problem-solving approach is valued in both Ontario and
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Quebec, suggesting that this type of learning has made

Canadian students able to handle unfamiliar problems.
The final finding comes from the Principal Component
Analysis. The first component included verbal /spatial
convention, verbal conventional, spatial convention,

neither conventional, and verbal unconventional; the second
component included verbal /spatial conventional,
verbal /spatial unconventional, neither unconventional, and
spatial unconventional. A group of factors that load onto
the same component are highly correlated meaning they must

have some likeness that has caused them to be placed
together; they have a characteristic in common.

The analysis shows that whether an item is

conventional or unconventional is of greater importance
than whether it has verbal or spatial characteristics. With
the exception of the verbal unconventional category, all

the conventional categories load onto the first factor and
all the unconventional items load onto the second factor.
It appears that whether or not a student is familiar with a

problem is the most important factor in solving that
problem, regardless of the type of problem.

This relates back to the first finding of gender

differences in the verbal conventional category. There is
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plenty of research suggesting that male students are better
at spatial items, but no research was found suggesting that

males are better at verbal items (Casey et al
Geary,

1996; Johnson,

1984)

.

.

,

1997;

The finding that conventional

or unconventional characteristics have a greater impact

than verbal or spatial characteristics may explain why

males outperformed females in a verbal category. It is the
conventional aspect that perhaps has masked the verbal
characteristics. So, the question now becomes,

''Why

was

there a gender difference in this type of conventional
category?" This requires further study.

There is little research dealing with gender

differences in conventional versus unconventional item,

with the exception of research done by Gallagher and DeLisi
(1994)

and Gallagher et al

.

(2002). These works suggest

that male students are better able to answer unconventional
items and females are better able to answer conventional
items. This result was not found in this study. However,

several studies suggest that speed in solving problems on

standardized tests can be an advantage (Casey et al., 1995;
Geary,

1996; Johnson,

1984). Conventional items involve

retrieval of facts from long-term memory, a task that males
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perform faster (Royer et al

.

,

1999). Given that the TIMSS

is timed may have been an advantage for male students.

The first component in the Principal Component

Analysis is comprised mainly of conventional categories,

which showed significant differences among groups on the
Kruskal-Wallis tests. This shows that not all students are
equally able to successfully answer these item types due to

varied levels of preparedness for the routine, textbook
types of problems. This could be due to many factors such
as curriculum match with the TIMSS, depth of material
studied, amount of time given to mathematics instruction in

and out of the classroom, perceived level of importance of
the TIMSS,

social and cultural attitudes education, self-

efficacy and parental influence on self-efficacy, types of

classroom resources, and teacher competence. More research
is needed to compare how the best -ranked country delivers

mathematics education to that of other countries.
The second and weaker component is comprised mainly of

unconventional categories. These item categories were the
categories that resulted in the fewest differences between
groups in the Kruskal-Wallis tests, meaning that generally
groups were similarly prepared for answering these types of
questions. Students in Ontario and Quebec who have a

»-

Ci,.
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curriculum based in mathematical problem solving are
generally as well prepared for unconventional items as the
best ranked country in the TIMSS study, Singapore. Without
further study it is unclear whether students are equally

well prepared or equally poorly prepared.

Implications
The implications of this study can be divided into
three types: implications for practice,

implications for

theory, and implications for further research.

Implications for Practice
The results of the study can serve to better inform

classroom assessment practice. This study was completed in
order to further understand why achievement on standardized

and large-scale tests do not always match classroom grades.
The coding scheme derived from Gallagher et al

.

(2002)

provides a tool that can be used by educators to ensure
that their assessments are equitable to the learning styles
of the genders.

Implications for Theory

Halpern

(2

000)

presents three theories of gender

differences in cognition, the biological, psychosocial, and

psychobiosocial

.

Given that there were no gender

differences in Singapore, but there was an area of
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difference in Canada, the study supports Halpern's
rejection of a purely biological basis for gender
differences. It is impossible to say from this study that
the psychosocial or psychobiosocial theories must also be

rejected. Without a clear picture of the learning

environment, social attitudes, and cultural expectations,
it is impossible to rule out the influence of psychosocial

factors on mathematical performance.

Implications for Further Research

A similar evaluation of Canada's other large-scale
tests could be completed in order to determine how the

genders perform on the eight item categories. It would be

interesting to see if the same gender pattern is found on
those large-scale tests. This research may or may not

support the use of Gallagher's coding scheme as a good

method of determining which type of items are best suited
to the genders, which may point to it being an effective

tool to be used to improve classroom assessment.

Research in regards to student, teacher, and school
administration attitudes towards each of the three tests
may reveal if perception of importance impacts performance
The EQAO results are more extensively reported on in the
local media, and perhaps that test is considered the most
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important test. This is not surprising as it is a test

designed to fit the curriculum in Ontario.
Since the gender differences in the verbal

conventional item category was unexpected, more research is

needed to determine why these differences were found in the
Canadian population and not in Singapore. It would also be
interesting to see what type of preparation different
countries do before completing the TIMSS

.

The TIMSS gives a

country the opportunity to stand out and be recognized for

having outstanding levels of mathematics achievement at the
elementary level. It follows that countries may complete

practice tests or gear curriculum expectations to match
that of the TIMSS test, or simply have differing attitudes

towards mathematics achievement.

Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to examine the TIMSS
2

003 to determine if there was a gender bias in the test,

and to determine differences in performance by location.

There was a gender difference for Canadian students in the
verbal conventional category. This result was unexpected
but important since this category accounted for so many of
the cest items.
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Since male and female students have differing

cognitive strengths, both classroom and high-stakes tests
should be designed to account for these differences. Every

educator hopes that his or her assessment practice in the

classroom is fair; it is also the hope that large-scale and
standardized tests are fair. Assessment is an important
part of quality education, and should be a true reflection
of ability and achievement.

.
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Appendix
Gallagher, Levin,

euid

Ceihalem's (2002) 6 Coding Categories

Spatial

•

Requires the conversion of a word problem to a spatial

representation (i.e., generation of spatial format).
Spatial representation is an important part of the
problem.
•

Requires using a given spatial representation (e.g.,

converting it to a mathematical expression or extracting
information to be used in solving a problem)

.

Spatial

representation is an important part of the problem.
•

Spatial information must be maintained in working memory-

while other spatial information is being transformed
(e.g., maintaining a particular shape in working memory

so that it can be compared with a transformed shape)

Formerly called ''visual spatial memory span." For
example, given the graph of the derivative of

graph of

f

f,

find the
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Verbal
•

Requires the conversion only. Typically mathematical

expression items or mathematical calculation with
expressions as multiple-choice answers.
•

Verbal information must be maintained in working memory

while additional information is being processed;

primarily used for items with heavy verbal load.
•

Reading math (e.g., using a newly defined function or

understanding the properties of an algebraic expression)

Multiple-solution
•

More than one solution path leads to a correct answer,
and the quick solution is imaginative or insightful,

while the slower solution is more systematic and planful
•

More than one solution path leads to a correct answer,
and one solution, usually the faster one, involves

drawing a picture.
•

More than one solution path leads to a correct answer.

Test-taking skills can contribute to a faster solution.

Multi-Step
•

The problem is multistep and requires accuracy and a

systematic approach. For example, two successive

.

.
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calculations must be done and the second calculation uses
information from the first calculation.

Unconventional
•

More than one solution path leads to a correct answer,
and quick solution is imaginative or insightful, while
the slower solution is more systematic and planf ul

•

More than one solution path leads to a correct answer,
and one solution, usually the faster one, involves

drawing a picture.
•

More than one solution path leads to a correct answer.

Test-taking skills can contribute to a faster solution.
•

The content looks like a familiar one, but the solution
is NOT one that is generally associated with the context;
(e.g.,

on the first glance the problem appears to deal

with averages, but to solve it one needs to use a rate of
growth)
•

Quantitative comparison items in which the relationship
cannot be determined from the information given.

Conventional
•

Requires labeling the problem as a specific type of

problem and/or retrieving a formula or routine that

.

.
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should be known from memory, but is not immediatelyapparent.

(We used this only for non-obvious cases; very

obvious, standard retrieval problems were coded using the

definition that follows.)
•

Typical text-book problems
one,

-

the content is a familiar

frequently seen in mathematics coursework; the

solution path is one that is generally associated with
the content (not used for quantitative comparison items)
•

The problem is multistep and requires accuracy and a

systematic approach. For example, two successive

calculations must be done and the second calculation uses
information from the first calculation.
•

Pure algebraic manipulation.

•

Pure calculation

•

Reading math (e.g., using a newly defined function or

understanding the properties of an algebraic expression)
•

Quantitative comparison items in which the two quantities
are equal

